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We study the simplest generic extension of the standard model which allows for conventional

electroweak baryogenesis, through the addition of dimension-six operators in the Higgs sector. At least

one such operator is required to be CP-odd, and we study the constraints on such a minimal setup, and

related scenarios with minimal flavor violation, from the null results of searches for electric dipole

moments (EDMs), utilizing the full set of two-loop contributions to the EDMs. The results indicate that

the current bounds are stringent, particularly that of the recently updated neutron EDM, but fall short of

ruling out these scenarios. The next generation of EDM experiments should be sufficiently sensitive to

provide a conclusive test.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.75.036006 PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 05.70.Fh, 12.60.Fr

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of a mechanism for electroweak baryo-

genesis (EWBG) [1] is one of the most remarkable and

indeed elegant features of the standard model (SM), com-

bining as it does various subtle aspects of the electroweak

sector of the theory. Of course, the fact that the standard

model could in principle support electroweak baryogenesis

now appears to be merely a mirage—the CP-violation

induced by the CKM phase is apparently many orders of

magnitude too small [2], and the Higgs is too heavy to

allow for a sufficiently strong first-order electroweak phase

transition [3].

A more optimistic viewpoint is that this failure of the

standard model is a hint toward the presence of new

physics. For example, the minimal supersymmetric stan-

dard model (MSSM) may have enough flexibility to ameli-

orate both deficiencies of the SM. Indeed, the MSSM still

allows for electroweak baryogenesis, albeit in what is now

a rather tuned region of the parameter space [4]. The null

results of electric dipole moment (EDM) searches impose

quite stringent constraints on the spectrum if one requires

access to order-one CP-odd phases from the soft-breaking

sector. Combined with the requirement of an additional

light scalar to afford a sufficiently strong first-order tran-

sition, this leads to an ‘‘almost split’’ spectrum, with a

single additional light scalar degree of freedom, the right-

handed stop. The EDMs are then those of split SUSY [5],

and still allow for an order-one phase in the chargino

sector. Of course, this spectrum is seemingly rather tuned.

A currently popular alternative is the use of leptogenesis

[6,7], which divorces baryogenesis from the electroweak

scale, and utilizes new CP-odd phases in the lepton sector.

Leptogenesis appears perfectly viable, and will receive a

considerable boost if indeed neutrinos are found to be

Majorana, as this would strongly motivate new physics at

the see-saw scale. Unfortunately, leptogenesis is currently,

and may remain for some time, very difficult to test. EDMs

are, at least without significant additional assumptions,

relatively unaffected by new Majorana phases in the lepton

sector. Indeed, in the most minimal see-saw scenario, the

additional contribution is lost orders of magnitude below

the already tiny standard model contribution to e.g. the

electron EDM. This suppression is easily understood as

EDMs do not violate lepton number, and so �de /
G2
Fmem

2
� [8].

Given this current state of affairs, and with the LHC

hopefully going to illuminate the Higgs sector in the near

future, it seems appropriate to reconsider the status of

electroweak baryogenesis in a more general context.

Several groups have recently taken a more general effec-

tive field theory approach to the new physics required in

order for EWBG to be viable [9–13]. The minimal possi-

bility is the addition of two dimension-six operators to the

Higgs sector, e.g.

 L dim�6 � � 1

�2
�HyH�3 � Zt

�2
�HyH�tcHQ3; (1.1)

where � denotes the scale of the new physics threshold.

The first operator here serves to strengthen the first-order

transition, while the second allows for a newCP-odd phase

in the coupling to the top-quark. This simple modification

was found to allow for a viable �b � 10�10, provided the

new threshold was in the range �� 500–1000 GeV.

There are several questions one may raise concerning

such a new threshold. Firstly, the full set of allowed

dimension-six operators is very large, and indeed many

require percent level tuning of Wilson coefficients if gen-

erated at such a low threshold, even in the absence of new

flavor structures; e.g. the oblique corrections from opera-

tors such as jHyD�Hj2 would generically be far too large.

However, if Zt is promoted to be flavor-diagonal Zuij �
ZuYuij, then the tuning of these operators that is required is

generally no worse than a few percent, and indeed not

significantly different from the tuning needed for EWBG
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in the MSSM. This could presumably be further amelio-

rated with additional symmetries, restricting the generation

of dangerous operators to loop level.1 Another dangerous

class of flavor-diagonal operators, the EDM operators

themselves, need to be forbidden at up to two loops, which

is the level at which they will be regenerated by the

operator in (1.1), as we will discuss in more detail.

The second, and perhaps more pertinent, question one

may raise concerns the general viability of the scenario.

Indeed, do the EDM bounds really allow new order-one

CP-odd sources at such a low threshold? This is the ques-

tion we would like to address in this work. Indeed, certain

constraints were not considered in full in the preceding

work, particularly color EDM contributions to the hadronic

EDMs, which do have a significant bearing on the con-

clusions. However, we find that although the constraints

are strong they currently fall short of excluding these

scenarios. The current status is such that the next genera-

tion of EDM experiments will however provide a conclu-

sive test, as they will for EWBG in the MSSM.

The layout of this note is as follows. In the next section,

we discuss the set of additional operators we will consider,

and also comment on the tuning inherent in ignoring other

dimension-six terms at the threshold. In Sec. III, we review

the results of [13] on the viable parameter region for this

minimal form of EWBG. In Sec. IV, we turn to the EDMs,

and summarize the full set of two-loop contributions to dTl,
dn, dHg, and future observables. Section V summarizes our

numerical results on the parameter ranges allowed by the

EDMs, and we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL OPERATORS

We will focus on the SM augmented with the following

dimension-six operators in the Higgs sector,

 

Ldim�6 � � 1

�2
�HyH�3 �

Zuij

�2
CP

�HyH�Uc
iQjH

�
Zdij

�2
CP

�HyH�Dc
iQj

~H �
Zeij

�2
CP

�HyH�EciLj ~H;

(2.1)

with ~H � i�2H
�. The first term is required to induce a

sufficiently strong first-order transition, while the remain-

ing operators provide the additional source (or sources) of

CP-violation. We have introduced two threshold scales for

the CP-even and CP-odd sectors, since they are distin-

guished according to the preserved symmetries. However,

we will find that they are necessarily of a similar order.

For the purposes of baryogenesis, it would be sufficient

to add a single additional complex phase, the most relevant

being a CP-odd coupling of the Higgs to the top,

 

Im�Zu33�
�2
CP

�HyH�tcHQ3: (2.2)

However, since the threshold scale � will need to be close

to the electroweak scale, it is clearly more natural to avoid

the introduction of any new source of flavor violation;

hence the general set of operators in (2.1), for which we

can assume proportionality to the Yukawas,

 Z�u;d;e�
ij � Z�u;d;e�Y�u;d;e�

ij ; (2.3)

as would be in accordance with the hypothesis of minimal

flavor violation (MFV) [14].

There are clearly many other operators allowed by sym-

metries at this threshold. Focussing for a moment on the

CP-odd sector, the most dangerous that could arise at a

relatively low threshold would be the EDMs and color

EDMs of light fermions (the �-term would be considerably

worse, but will be discussed separately below). Generically

such operators will only be suppressed by a one-loop factor

which would be difficult to accommodate for any scenario

of EWBG. Our working assumption will be that any new

source of CP-violation arises only from the Higgs sector,

e.g. through its coupling to fermions. This assumption

defers the generation of fundamental EDMs to the two-

loop level, since the one-loop Higgs-exchange diagrams

resulting in EDMs and color EDMs of light fermions as

well as the tree-level four-fermion contributions to atomic

EDMs will be suppressed by the square of the light fermion

Yukawa coupling. Thus, the top-operator (2.2) maximizes

the contribution to EWBG, while affecting EDMs only at

two loops. Other CP-odd dimension-six operators which

may be relevant for EWBG, of the formHyHW ~W [15], are

more problematic in this respect, as they mix with the

EDM operators at the one-loop level. However, these

operators are expected on general grounds to arise only

at loop level [16] from a fundamental theory, and thus are

likely to come with correspondingly suppressed coeffi-

cients, making them less attractive for EWBG.

To illustrate this point, we construct a two-Higgs doublet

model that provides the simplest UV completion for the

effective theory considered here. Let us introduce a second

(heavy) Higgs doubletHh with the same hypercharge asH.

We introduce a nonminimal but flavor-preserving Yukawa

sector by introducing new complex couplings ci that are

unit matrices in flavor-space,
 

LY � �YuUcQ�H � cuHh� � YdD
cQ� ~H � cd ~Hh�

� YeE
cL� ~H� ce ~Hh�: (2.4)

We also introduce a generic scalar sector,

 Vscalar �
X

i

�i���4 �
1

2
m2HyH � 1

2
m2

1H
y
hHh

� �m2
12H

yHh � H:c:�; (2.5)

1A simple way to obtain the operators in (1.1) is to integrate
out a weak scale gauge-singlet scalar field. Oblique corrections
and flavor violation are suppressed in this case [11].
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where
P

i�i���4 denotes the set of all gauge-invariant

quartic combinations of H and Hh. The effective theory

introduced above is realized in the limit where m2
1 � m2,

m2
12, v

2 so that we may integrate outHh. Retaining only the

leading order terms in 1=m2
1 we have,

 Hh � � 1

m2
1

�m2
12H � �H�HyH��; (2.6)

in which � is the (complex) coefficient in front of �HyH�	
�Hy

hH� in (2.5). Substituting Hh from (2.6) into (2.4) we

reproduce the dimension-6 operators in (2.1) and (2.2), and,

in particular, we find that to leading order in 1=m2
1:

 

Zu
�2
CP


 �cu
m2

1

;
Zd
�2
CP


 ��cd
m2

1

;
Ze
�2
CP


 ��ce
m2

1

:

(2.7)

The important point in this analysis is that operator (2.2) is

indeed generated at tree level, while other potential

CP-odd operators are loop-suppressed. Also, one may

readily notice that both � and �CP scale in the same way

in the limit of large m2
1. One could perform the whole

analysis of EDMs vs baryon asymmetry in the framework

of this particular model (see e.g. [17]), but we choose here

to study the effective description as it has more generality

due to the potentially large number of possible UV

completions.

For the CP-even sector, there are also many other op-

erators we should include at dimension-six, and as is well

known there are quite strong constraints on oblique cor-

rections that would naively require a much larger thresh-

old, of O (few TeV), than we will consider here. As noted

above, the actual tuning of these operators is not prohibi-

tive in this case, relative at least to that required for EWBG

in the MSSM, and may be ameliorated by further symme-

tries. However, whille this is an important issue, our focus

will be on exploring whether such a minimal EWBG

scenario is viable at all once we impose the full EDM

constraints. Our assumption at this point is essentially

that other operators only arise at loop level at this thresh-

old; the question of precisely which symmetries would

ensure this is beyond the scope of the present paper, and

we will therefore be prepared to accept a certain level of

tuning.

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Electroweak baryogenesis relies on a first-order electro-

weak phase transition as the source of out-of-equilibrium

effects. During the phase transition bubbles of the low-

temperature (broken) phase nucleate and expand to fill all

space. The CP violating interactions of particles in the

plasma with the bubble wall create an excess of left-handed

fermions over the corresponding antifermions. In the sym-

metric phase the left-handed fermion density biases the

sphaleron transitions to generate a net baryon asymmetry.

To avoid baryon number washout after the phase transition,

sphaleron processes must be sufficiently suppressed within

the bubbles. This ‘‘washout criterion’’ translates to [18]

 � � vc
Tc

* 1:1; (3.1)

and indicates a ‘‘strong’’ phase transition. Here vc denotes

the Higgs vev at the critical temperature Tc, where the two

minima of the potential become degenerate.

Including the �HyH�3 term, the Higgs potential has two

free parameters, the suppression scale � of the dimension-

six operator and the quartic Higgs coupling �. The latter

can be eliminated in terms of the physical Higgs mass mh,

and in this model the Higgs boson is SM-like, so it has to

obey the LEP bound mh > 114 GeV. Note that since the

potential is stabilized by the �HyH�3 term, � can be nega-

tive, and in this case a barrier in the Higgs potential is

present at tree-level, which triggers a first-order electro-

weak phase transition [9–13]. Here we follow closely the

analysis of Ref. [13] where, on computing the 1-loop

thermal potential, it was shown that the phase transition

is strong enough to avoid baryon number washout if � &

820 GeV. In Fig. 1 we show the strength of the phase

transition in the ��mh plane. The upper solid line delin-

eates the boundary in parameter space between a strong

and weak phase transition. Going to smaller values of �,

the phase transition becomes stronger. As shown in

Ref. [13], at around � � 3 the symmetric minimum be-

comes metastable, i.e. the early Universe would get stuck

in the ‘‘wrong’’ vacuum. Finally, below the lowest solid

line the electroweak minimum is no longer the global

minimum even at zero temperature. For electroweak bar-

yogenesis, the interesting region of parameter space lies

between the � � 1:1 and � � 3 lines and, as in the SM, the

phase transition becomes weaker for larger Higgs masses.

 

120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
300

400

500

600

700

800

900

Λ [GeV]

m h [GeV]

wrong global
minimum

weak phase transition

FIG. 1 (color online). The solid lines indicate the strength of

the phase transition, with � � 1:1, 2, 3 (from above), with �� 3
delineating metastability of the symmetric minimum, while

below the fourth (lowest) solid line the electroweak minimum

is no longer the global one. The dashed lines indicate constant

wall thickness Lw � 3T�1
c , 6T�1

c , 12T�1
c (from below).
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Depending on the lower bound on �, Higgs masses up to at

least 200 GeV are compatible with a strong phase transi-

tion. For � & 400 GeV, terms suppressed by higher orders

of the cut-off start to become important. In summary, the

model allows for a strong phase transition in a large part of

its parameter space and, as discussed in Ref. [11], also

predicts interesting deviations from the SM Higgs self-

couplings, which may be measurable at a future linear

collider.

The thickness of the bubble walls, Lw, was determined

in [13] and we show dashed lines of constant LwTc � 3, 6

and 12 in Fig. 1. As � decreases, and the phase transition

gets stronger, the bubbles walls become thinner.

Nonetheless, in a large part of the available parameter

space we have LwTc � 1, i.e. the ‘‘thick wall’’ regime,

and the wall profile is well-approximated by a hyperbolic

tangent, ��z� � �vc=2��1� tanh�z=Lw��, where � �
���

2
p

Re�H0�.
The dimension-six operators of Eq. (2.1) induce new

sources of CP-violation, and for baryogenesis the gener-

alized top Yukawa coupling of Eq. (2.2) is the most im-

portant [10]. We denote the relative phase between this

operator and the ordinary Yukawa interaction, ytt
cHQ3, by

’t � arg�y�tZu33�. Along the bubble wall, the two operators

contribute with varying weight to the mass of the top. Thus

the top mass develops a position dependent phase Mt�z� �
mt�z�ei�t�z�, where

 tan�t�z� � sin’t
�2�z�
2�2

CP

��������

Zu33
yt

��������
: (3.2)

Since in this model Lw � T�1
c , we can treat the inter-

actions between the expanding bubble wall and the plasma

in a WKB approximation, which corresponds to an expan-

sion in gradients of the bubble profile [19,20]. At first order

in gradients a CP-violating shift is induced in the disper-

sion relations of fermions crossing the bubble wall. For the

top quark one obtains [21–23],

 E � E0 ��E

�
������������������

p2 �m2
t

q

 sign�pz��0t
m2
t

2
������������������

p2 �m2
t

p ������������������

p2
z �m2

t

q ;

(3.3)

where the upper (lower) sign is for particles (antiparticles).

Thus particles and antiparticles experience a different force

when they cross the bubble wall. These forces generate

CP-violating source terms in the Boltzmann equations that

describe transport processes in the hot plasma. The source

term generated by the top quark dominates baryon number

production, while source terms of the light fermions are

suppressed by �m=mt�4.
We compute the baryon asymmetry using the formalism

of Ref. [23], where the full transport equations and the

values of interaction rates can be found. The transport

equations are dominated by the left- and right-handed top

quarks, while the Higgs bosons are a subleading 10%

effect. As in Ref. [23], we keep the W-scatterings at a

finite rate and include the position dependence of the

thermal averages. For each parameter combination, �
and mh, we compute the bubble wall properties � and

Lw. Together with �CP and ’t they enter the dispersion

relation and determine the baryon asymmetry, which also

depends weakly on the bubble wall velocity vw. Varying

vw between 10�3 and 0.5 changes the baryon asymmetry

by only 20% [23], and we use vw � 0:1 in our evaluations.

This model can actually generate the observed baryon

asymmetry for a relatively wide range of parameters [23],

with the asymmetry naturally increasing for decreasing �.

The CP-violating part of the dispersion relations scales as

�4 and thus is enhanced by the strength of the phase

transition. The resulting baryon asymmetry is proportional

to the CP-violating parameter ’t=�
2
CP, and we will now

confront the corresponding value required for successful

baryogenesis with the constraints imposed by the EDMs.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS

In this section we will first summarize the relevant

formulae for the observable EDMs in terms of the

CP-odd operators normalized at 1 GeV, including a brief

discussion of the observables to be probed in the next

generation of experiments. We then turn to a discussion

of the various two-loop contributions which arise at lead-

ing order in the present framework.

A. Observable EDMs

We first recall the most significant flavor-diagonal

CP-odd operators at 1 GeV (see [24] for a recent review).

Up to dimension six, the corresponding effective

Lagrangian takes the form,

 

Leff �
g2s

32	2
��Ga

��
~G��;a� i

2

X

i�e;u;d;s
di � i�F��
5 i

� i

2

X

i�u;d;s
~di � igs�G��
5 i�

1

3
wfabcGa

��
~G��;bG

�;c
�

�
X

i;j�e;q
Cij� � i i�� ji
5 j�� � � � (4.1)

Since we require a large phase in the top sector, the only

reasonable strategy to avoid the strong CP problem is to

invoke the axion mechanism [25], which removes the

�-term from the above list of operators, and we will adopt

this approach here. In addition, as discussed below, the

four-fermion operators are generically subleading, and will

be ignored for most of our numerical analysis. They are

included in our discussion below for completeness, be-

cause they actually arise at tree-level, and can provide a

significant contribution if there is a mild hierarchy in the
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coefficients of the operators in the up and down sectors, as

would arise for large tan� in a 2HDM, for example.

The physical observables can be conveniently separated

into three main categories, depending on the physical

mechanisms via which an EDM can be generated: EDMs

of paramagnetic atoms and molecules, EDMs of diamag-

netic atoms, and the neutron EDM. The current constraints

within these classes are listed in Table I.

1. EDMs of paramagnetic atoms—thallium EDM

Among various paramagnetic systems, the EDM of the

thallium atom currently provides the best constraints.

Atomic calculations summarized in [29] link the atomic

EDM with de and various CP-odd electron-nucleon inter-

actions, of which we shall only consider the most relevant,

namely CS �ei
5e �NN,

 dTl � �585de � e43 GeVC
singlet
S : (4.2)

The relevant atomic matrix elements are known to a pre-

cision of 10–20%. For completeness, although not re-

quired for the following analysis, we present the

dependence of CS on the four-fermion sources Cie, for i �
d, s, b [30],

 C
singlet
S � Cde

29 MeV

md

� Cse
�	 220 MeV

ms

� Cbe
66 MeV�1� 0:25��

mb

; (4.3)

where � 
 hNjms �ssjNi=220 MeV� 0:5–1:5.

2. Neutron EDM

The neutron EDM dn plays a crucial role in constraining

CP-odd sources in the quark sector, and the corresponding

bound has recently been lowered by a factor of 2. We will

make use of the results obtained using QCD sum rule

techniques [31,32] (see [33] for alternative chiral ap-

proaches), wherein under Peccei-Quinn relaxation the con-

tribution of sea-quarks is also suppressed at leading order

[31,32]:
 

dn�dq; ~dq� � �1:4� 0:6��dd � 0:25du�
� �1:1� 0:5�e�~dd � 0:5~du�
� 20 MeV	 ew�O�Cqq�: (4.4)

The quark vacuum condensate, h �qqi � �225 MeV�3, has

been used in this relation—the proportionality to dqh �qqi �
mqh �qqi � f2	m

2
	 removes any sensitivity to the poorly

known absolute value of the light quark masses. Here ~dq
and dq are to be normalized at the hadronic scale which we

assume to be 1 GeV.

The contribution of the Weinberg operator is known to

less precision than the quark (C)EDMs (a factor of 2–3),

but is included here only for completeness, as it provides a

negligible contribution in the present scenarios. There are

additional four-quark contributions that are also unimpor-

tant here.

3. EDMs of diamagnetic atoms—mercury EDM

Constraints on the EDMs of diamagnetic atoms are also

powerful probes; the current limit on the EDM of mercury

[27] stands as one of the most sensitive constraints on new

CP-odd phases. The atomic EDM of mercury arises from

several important sources (see e.g. [34]), namely, the Schiff

moment S [35] of the nucleus, the electron EDM de, and

also various electron-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon inter-

actions. The important contributions here arise from the

Schiff moment, which depends primarily on the quark

CEDMs via CP-odd pion nucleon couplings: S �
S� �g	NN�~du; ~dd��, and also the electron EDM.

Combining the atomic dHg�S� [36], nuclear S� �g	NN�
[37], and QCD �g�1�	NN�~dq� [38], components of the calcu-

lation, we have

 dHg � 7	 10�3e�~du � ~dd� � 10�2de �O�CS; Cqq�
(4.5)

where the overall uncertainty is rather large, a factor of 2–

3, due to significant cancelations between various contri-

butions. As noted above, additional contributions from

various four-fermion operators have been suppressed. In

practice, the most valuable feature of dHg is its sensitivity

to the triplet combination of CEDM operators ~di.

4. Future experimental sensitivity

The experimental situation is currently very active, and a

number of new EDM experiments promise to improve the

level of sensitivity by one to 2 orders of magnitude in each

characteristic class in the coming years (see e.g. [39]).

Beyond the ongoing experiments, these comprise searches

for EDMs of polarizable paramagnetic molecules [40,41]

and solid state systems [42], which are primarily sensitive

to the electron EDM and aiming at a sensitivity of

10�29e cm, new searches for the neutron EDM in cryo-

genic systems [43] with sensitivity goals of 10�28e cm,

and searches for nuclear EDMs using charged nuclei in

storage rings [44,45].

TABLE I. Current constraints within the three representatve

classes of EDMs.

Class EDM Current Bound

Paramagnetic 205Tl jdTlj< 9	 10�25e cm [26]

Diamagnetic 199Hg jdHgj< 2	 10�28e cm [27]

Nucleon n jdnj< 3	 10�26e cm [28]
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B. Contributions from the Higgs sector

1. Two-loop contributions

The loop contributions to EDMs in this scenario are very

similar to those present in a 2HDM, from which it can

clearly be obtained by integrating out the heavy Higgses.

Thus the loop functions that appear are those computed by

Barr and Zee in the latter case [46] (see also [47]).

To summarize the results, its convenient to first focus on

df, and to split the contributions into those that arise via an

effective pseudoscalar hF ~F vertex and those arising from

the scalar hFF vertex. The generalization to consider hZ ~F
and hZF vertices is then straightforward, although in fact

the Z-mediated contributions are highly suppressed for de.
The diagrams in each class are shown schematically in

Figs. 2 and 3. A few remarks on the relevant diagrams are

in order:

(i) For the hF ~F-mediated contributions, Yukawa sup-

pression allows us to limit attention to the top-loop.

Note also that the only pseudoscalar effective verti-

ces are h

 and h
Z. W� and its Goldstone com-

ponent G� do not contribute here as CP-violation

only enters the neutral Higgs sector.

(ii) For the hFF-mediated contributions, CP-violation

enters on the external fermion line, and so more

modes may propagate in the internal loop; we

should allow in general for t, W, and G�, the latter

two in various combinations.

Consequently, the relevant fermion EDMs can be de-

composed as follows,

 df � d

tf � d
Ztf � d

Wf ; (4.6)

where the first two terms refer to the top-loops in Figs. 2

and 3, while the third refers to the boson loop. The color

EDMs of quarks are predominantly generated via the top-

loop,

 

~d q � dggtq : (4.7)

The explicit expressions for the individual contributions

are very similar to those arising in the 2HDM, but there are

some differences, and we will present the full results for

completeness. The loop functions needed are those of Barr

and Zee,

 f�z� � z

2

Z 1

0
dx

1� 2x�1� x�
x�1� x� � z

ln

�
x�1� x�

z

�

; (4.8)

 g�z� � z

2

Z 1

0
dx

1

x�1� x� � z
ln

�
x�1� x�

z

�

; (4.9)

which satisfy f�1� � 1=2, g�1� � 1, and have the asymp-

totics, f� �1=3� lnz and g� �1=2� lnz at large z. The loop

function f arises from the effective hFF vertex, and g from

the hF ~F vertex.

In terms of these functions, we have

 

d

tf

e
� �Qf



6	3

mf

�2
Im�Zug�m2

t =m
2
h� � Zff�m2

t =m
2
h��;

(4.10)

where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion f. The

analogous results generated by the hZF and hZ ~F vertices

follow on inserting the corresponding vector components

of the Zf couplings:
 

d
Ztf

e
� ��1=4�Qfsin

2�W���1=4� 2sin2�W=3�
sin2�Wcos

2�W



4	3

	mf

�2
Im�Zu~g�zh; zZ� � Zf ~f�zh; zZ��; (4.11)

where the (  ) refers to (up/down)-type vertices, zh �
m2
t =m

2
h, zZ � m2

t =m
2
Z, and the 2-parameter loop functions

are given by,

 

~X�x; y� � yX�x�
y� x

� xX�y�
x� y

; with X � f; g: (4.12)

This correction for de is negligible, as it is within the

 

t

, Z, gh

f

γ

γh

W + , G+

γ

f

, Z
γ

, g

FIG. 3. The two-loop contributions to df and ~df mediated by

an induced scalar hFF coupling, generated either by quark (top)

loops or various vector boson and/or Goldstone loops.

 

t

, Z, gh

f

, gγ

γ

FIG. 2. The two-loop contribution to df and ~df mediated by an

induced pseudoscalar hF ~F coupling generated by the top-loop.
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2HDM [46], but the correction for the quark EDMs is on

the order of 30–40%.

The expressions for the color EDMs of quarks follow

similarly,

 

dggtq

gs
� 

16	3

mf

�2
Im�Zug�m2

t =m
2
h� � Zff�m2

t =m
2
h��;

(4.13)

and will generically provide the largest contribution to the

hadronic EDMs, which will in turn provide the most strin-

gent constraints on the scenarios considered here.

For the contributions mediated by the scalar effective

vertices, hFF and hZF etc., since CP-violation enters on

the external fermion line, we should also consider possible

boson internal loops. We will take only the largest of these

into account associated with a W-loop,

 

d

Wf

e
� �Qf

3

16	3

mf

�2
ImZff�m2

W=m
2
h�; (4.14)

while additional contributions from the Goldstone compo-

nents, and internal Z lines are considerably smaller.

2. Subleading contributions

The Weinberg operator is also generated by similar two-

loop diagrams. However, it is relatively small in this sce-

nario where the CP-odd phase is limited to the neutral

Higgs sector. It is generated predominantly in the 2HDM

through charged Higgs contributions.

The complex corrections to the Yukawa couplings can of

course also generate CP-odd four-fermion operators via

tree-level Higgs exchange. We have ignored these because,

despite being generated at tree-level, their contribution to

the observable EDMs is still generically suppressed rela-

tive to the fermion EDMs by an order of magnitude.

However, this conclusion may not hold if the model has

a nongeneric normalization for the operators in the two

isospin sectors, e.g. if it were to arise from a 2HDM, there

is the possibility for tan�-enhancement of these 4-fermion

contributions [48].

V. NUMERICAL CONSTRAINTS

We will consider a couple of scenarios in presenting the

EDM constraints on the parameter space.

A. Single threshold

If we assume that the new CP-even and CP-odd physics

lies at around the same threshold scale, we can set � �
�CP, and exhibit contours on the remaining two-

dimensional ��; mh� parameter space. This is presented

in Fig. 4, where three �b contours are contrasted with

bounds from the Tl, Hg, and neutron EDMs. The contours

of �b are labeled in units of the experimental value, taken

to be [49]

 �b �
nb
s
� 8:9	 10�11: (5.1)

The EDM contours are set to twice the existing 1� experi-

mental bound. This reflects the existing estimates for the

theoretical precision in these calculations, and we will

interpret these contours as 1� exclusions in parameter

space. We make use of the standard anomalous dimensions

to run these operators down to 1 GeV, having set Im�Z� �
�1 at the threshold in all cases. This assumes, as discussed

in Sec. II, that these operators are generated at tree-level

 

170160150140130

800
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500

110

400

300

170160150140130

800
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120

600

500

110

400

300

m h [GeV]

Λ [GeV]

dHg

dT l

dn

η10

η1

η0.1

m h [GeV]

Λ [GeV]

dT l

dn η10

η1

η0.1

FIG. 4 (color online). Contours of �b— labeled as �x where �b=�exp � x—and the EDMs over the � vs mh plane, with correlated

thresholds, �CP � �. The shaded region is excluded by the EDMs, primarily the neutron EDM bound in this case. On the left, we

retain only a single CP-odd phase in the top-Higgs vertex, while on the right the full set required to retain the standard model flavor

structure is introduced, which allows the dn and dHg bounds to be weakened (the dHg contour actually lies below the 300 GeV ctuoff

imposed on � and so does not appear on the right-hand plot).
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within an appropriate UV completion. We can limit our

attention to this scenario, as a loop suppression factor, Z�
1=�16	2�, while clearly ameliorating the EDM constraints

on the threshold, would not allow for the generation of the

required baryon asymmetry unless the thresholds are too

low, i.e. at or below vEW.

On the left of Fig. 4, we consider the minimal scenario

required for EWBG, namely, a single additional CP-odd

phase in the top-Higgs vertex. We see that the (recently

updated) neutron EDM bound provides the strongest con-

straint, with the shaded region below the contour covering

all of the viable parameter space. However, if we enforce

the constraint of having no new flavor structure, additional

CP-odd sources are allowed, which necessarily allows for

partial cancellations. Indeed, its clear in this case that there

are a sufficient number of parameters available to cancel

the contributions of Im�Zu33�—the phase relevant for bar-

yogenesis—to the observable EDMs. This would be a

tuned situation of course, and rather than map out the

possible cancellations, we choose to consider just a generic

example, given that the motivation to include additional

CP-odd sources was to retain the structure of minimal

flavor violation, and not to specifically consider the possi-

bility of fine-tuning away the EDM constraints. With

this viewpoint in mind, on the right of Fig. 4, we consider

a characteristic example with Im�Zu� � Im�Zd� �
Im�Ze� � 1. Partial cancellations, on the order of 50–

70% in this mass range, are then sufficient to open up a

significant allowed region where EWBG is viable, which

interestingly tends to favor the region of low Higgs mass.

The cancellations in this case predominantly affect the

hadronic EDMs, dn and dHg which are primarily deter-

mined by the quark color EDMs, while dTl is less affected

due to the additional impact of the W-loop. This illustrates

the generic complementarity of the constraints, so that

while partial cancellations may be quite generic, there is

a limit to the suppression of the EDMs that may be

achieved in this way, without very precise fine-tuning of

a number of parameters.

Its worth noting here that the sign of the induced EDMs

is actually predicted if there is a single CP-odd source,

namely, the top-Higgs coupling Zu33. Reproducing the cor-

rect baryon asymmetry requires that arg�y�tZu33�< 0, so the

induced neutron EDM, for example, would be negative. Of

course, in practice, it would be difficult to separate such a

minimal scenario from the more generic case with multiple

CP-odd sources without further input from multiple EDM

measurements.

B. Decoupled thresholds

On general grounds, it is more natural to decouple the

two thresholds. To present the results, its convenient to fix

the CP-odd threshold �CP by imposing the required value

for �b given a choice of � and mh. We again minimize the

constraints by taking Im�Zu� � Im�Zd� which allows for

partial cancellations, and in Fig. 5 exhibit the resulting

plots of dn versus mh for various values of �. Similar,

but slightly less constraining, plots can be obtained for the

other EDMs. Note that the falloff of �b with mh is primar-

ily the reason for the steep rise of the EDM for larger Higgs

masses, due to the need to lower �CP as �b decreases. The

curves shown indeed do not extend much further to the

right before �CP becomes too low for the EFT treatment to

be reliable. There is also an excluded region in the lower

section of the plot due to the fact that the phase transition

becomes stronger for lower mh, and ultimately the sym-

metric vacuum becomes metastable (see Fig. 1). Our thick-

wall approximation actually breaks down somewhat before

this point, and so the lower excluded region extends

slightly further in Higgs mass than is apparent from the

metastability line in Fig. 1. This constraint, in concert with

the EDM bound, ensures that the plot exhibits a quite

precisely defined viable region, bounded for low Higgs

mass by the direct search bound, and for large Higgs

mass by the EDMs, while also requiring a minimal value

for the EDMs (in the absence of fine-tuning) which is less

than an order of magnitude below the current sensitivity.2

The allowed range for the CP-even threshold is limited to:

 400 GeV<�< 800 GeV: (5.2)

As compared to the plots with correlated thresholds, this

result does not dramatically alter the conclusions. This can
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4
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3

2

1

0

m h [GeV]

dn [3 × 10− 26 ecm]

Λ600

Λ550

Λ500
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FIG. 5 (color online). Fixing several values of �— labeled as

�x where � � x �GeV� � dn is plotted against mh, with �CP

fixed to ensure that �b matches its observed value. Note that the

EDMs are only logarithmically dependent on mh, and thus the

primary dependence arises implicitly via �b. The shaded upper

region is excluded by the neutron EDM bound, while the shaded

lower region is excluded by metastability of the symmetric

vacuum.

2Similar results were found for electroweak baryogenesis in
the 2HDM [17].
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be understood by taking a closer look at the CP-odd

threshold scale within the viable region of Fig. 5, and

noting that it does not differ significantly from the value

of �. For example, for � � 500 GeV, within the viable

range �CP varies from about 900 GeVatmh � 150 GeV to

around 400 GeV at mh � 165 GeV. The variation for other

values of � is similar.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Electroweak baryogenesis remains an interesting

mechanism for many reasons, combining as it does various

subtle features of the electroweak sector of the standard

model with rather minimal new physics input. The fact that

it is under strain from our current knowledge of the elec-

troweak sector and existing EDM bounds, only serves to

emphasize that since it relies on weak scale physics it is

genuinely testable, in contrast to high-scale mechanisms

such as leptogenesis.

In this paper, we discussed the current status of the EDM

constraints on perhaps the minimal EWBG scenario where

the required new physics emerges purely from higher-

dimensional operators in the Higgs sector. The situation

is interesting as the existing constraints, while strong, still

allow a reasonable range for the new thresholds, particu-

larly with a light Higgs. Furthermore, the predictions for

the level of sensitivity attainable in the next-generation of

EDM experiments has profound implications for these

scenarios. If, for the moment, we lock �CP � �, then

the sensitivity attainable in searches for the electron and

neutron EDMs would correspond to a threshold sensitivity

of

 �CP � 3 TeV; (6.1)

over the relevant Higgs mass range, which is well beyond

the viable region of (untuned) parameter space for this

mechanism of EWBG. The sensitivity of the proposed

search for the deuteron EDM is even more impressive,

with sensitivity up to 30 TeV. Thus, even with a conserva-

tive treatment of the EDM precision, it seems clear that

EWBG as realized in the form considered here will be put

to the ultimate test with the next generation of experiments.
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